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Overview & RISC Score

Decrease from 
last week (from 
52% to 48%)
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RISC Score Evolution
There was a peak for
W47, which had a RISC
Score of 66%, the
highest of the year so
far.

This week's RISC Score is 48%. Earlier this year, a cyberattack targeted JAXA, the agency then
declared this week that that the possibility is high that unauthorized access was made to its central
server. Also this week, a US Army representative stated that the military is turning towards
integrating the space and cyberspace domains to build a military doctrine, which in practice
represents a major challenge. On the technology side, measures under the new UK strategy for
ensuring the continuity of PNT services require the elaboration of a comprehensive crisis plan to be
activated if PNT services become unavailable. This week, the Defense Innovation Unit, USSF and
AFRL published a new round of proposals for a space network project. The aim is to connect
satellite networks and ground communications systems so military users can get data faster and
more securely than is currently possible. A focus on NIST IR 8441 is included in the regulation
section of this watch. Finally, an academic paper was published this week on China's use of the
eLoran service for its critical infrastructures.
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With formalized MDO doctrine, Army turns focus to space, cyber: Official
Now that the Army has released its official multi-domain operations doctrine, the service is turning towards integrating the 
space and cyberspace domains, a “significant” challenge, an official said today. #US #SpaceCybersecurity
Link: https://breakingdefense.com/2023/11/with-formalized-mdo-doctrine-army-turns-focus-to-space-cyber-official/
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PNT Makes the World Go Around: The UK’s New Alternative PNT Strategy
Measures under the new UK strategy for ensuring the continuity of PNT services include the elaboration of a 
comprehensive crisis plan, to be activated should PNT services become unavailable. This cross-government plan is to be 
regularly updated, and will include measures for, among other things, identification and implementation of short-term 
mitigation actions. #UK #PNT
Link: https://insidegnss.com/pnt-makes-the-world-go-around-the-uks-new-alternative-pnt-strategy/ 
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NIST NCCoE Publishes Cybersecurity Framework Profile for Hybrid Satellite Networks
In late September 2023, the US-based National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) published its Cybersecurity 
Framework Profile for Hybrid Satellite Networks, otherwise known as NIST IR 8441. This blog will explore the reasons 
behind NIST developing the framework, outline its intentions, and summarize its key points. #US #NIST
Link: https://www.tripwire.com/state-of-security/nist-nccoe-cybersecurity-framework-hybrid-satellite-networks 
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Defense Innovation Unit solicits new round of proposals for space network project
DIU is working with the U.S. Space Force and the Air Force Research Laboratory on efforts to connect satellite networks 
and ground communications systems so military users can get data faster and more securely than is currently possible. 
#US #Security
Link: https://spacenews.com/defense-innovation-unit-solicits-new-round-of-proposals-for-space-network-project/
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Japan Space Agency likely penetrated by a cyberattack
The Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) reported to the government that the "possibility is high that unauthorised
access was made“to its central server, government spokesman Hirokazu Matsuno told reporters. #JAXA #Cyberattack
Link: https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/world/rest-of-world/japan-space-agency-likely-penetrated-by-cyber-
attack/articleshow/105580741.cms?from=mdr
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CyberInflight is a Market Intelligence company dedicated to the topic of Space Cybersecurity. The company 
provides strategic market and research reports, bespoke consulting, market watch & OSINT researches and 

cybersecurity awareness training.
Contact us at: research@cyberinflight.com
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China eLoran used for critical infrastructure. Extension to be complete by 2026 - New paper
A paper published yesterday provides more information on China's plans to expand its eLoran service. The paper also 
confirmed China is using eLoran timing signals to increase the security and reliability of financial, communications, and 
other infrastructure. #Paper #GNSS
Link: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/china-eloran-used-critical-infrastructure-extension-complete-goward-
mzj1e/?trackingId=V8Of1H8JTyCBsvXkxOEsBw%3D%3D 
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